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and how it can work for you!



1. Become Head Of State

2. Establish Rapport

3. Ask The Right Questions

4. Find The Need

5. Handling Objections 

6. Close, Close, Close

If there is any disconnect, repeat.



ü Acting “As If”

ü Use Assumptive Language 

ü Mission Critical- The Navy Seals Technique

ü Use The Movie Technique ( You are the Star!)

ü Use NLP Anchors such as music to train your brain 
to be in a desired state. 



ü Observe Body Language and mirror and match

ü Mirror and Match rate of speech, tone, breathing, and 
volume.

ü What speed are they running at? 

ü Match their preferred communication: VAK, Visual, 
Auditory and Kinesthetic  



ü What do you want in a ( house, or an agent)?

ü What will having that 
do for you?

ü Tell me about how you 
picked your last 
house/car?

ü What’s important about _______?



Step #4 Find the Need

Clarify and Narrow Your Client’s Motivation

• To be effective at this, you must first look 
and listen to their language 

(both verbal and body language) 
• Ask lots of questions
• Do they move toward pleasure or away 

from pain?
• The Double Bind Pattern and The 

Conditional Bind Pattern can help clarify 
the need. 



ü Assumptive Language

ü Single Binds

ü Double Binds

ü Lessor of Two Evil Binds

ü Conditional Binds

ü Assumptive Presuppositions

ü Future Pace

Conversation Shift Pattern- Move away from the commission conversation



ü Re-establish Rapport

ü Tag Questions

ü Conditional Binds can provide a test close

ü Use future pacing to prepare sellers for a close

ü Use assumptive language





An if-then statement is just what the name says it is. It joins two 
statements and implies something will happen. 

The If-then pattern works because if the first sentence is accepted, then 
the second part will be assumed. 



o If you are upside down on your mortgage, then you can take money out 
of your savings to pay the difference so you can preserve your credit 
rating, does that make sense? 

o If you want to make sure you are making the best decision, then you 
can...trust me.. to prescreen all the houses you look at. 

o If Spring is the best time to sell, your house should be on the market no 
later than March 1. 



o If we had a crystal ball, we could see if this market would change. Instead 
we need to be realistic about the offer we have right now.

o If your last agent said to you that your house would take six months to 
sell, then you probably would not have hired him, right? 

o If I had been your agent, then I would have been very concise about your 
feedback so that you understood the market. 



For instance from the example in the previous slide…take the then out and the 
sentence becomes easier:

If your last agent said to 
you that house would take 
six months to sell, 
(remove  the “then” here) 
you probably wouldn’t  
have hired him, right? 



o

o



o Are you seeing how fast every home we look at sells? Then you 
understand that the next house you want to bid on, will probably have 
other buyers too.

o Will you want showings to start on Friday? Then let’s go ahead and 
take the pictures today. 

o Did your last agent get the 
job done? Then you already 
sense that it is crucial to 
have a fresh approach at 
this point...let’s get results 
this time, isn’t that what 
you want? 

o How will you feel if 
the house is not sold 
in six months? Then 
we don’t even  need to 
hesitate in taking this 
offer tonight.



We bring clients to agreement in small steps. While 
all of us would like to have a signature quickly, that’s 
not how communication works. 

Future pacing creates a dress rehearsal of coming 
attractions. 

Think of a situation that may concern your client or 
that may come up. Then use lead ins like “ Let’s 
pretend” or  a Conditional Bind such as, “ If we get 
all the paperwork to the lender as soon as possible, 
our closing at the end of the month will be very 
smooth. 



#1 Get in Rapport- Always
#2 Be an Active Listener-Acknowledge that you understand
#3 Ask Criteria Questions
#4 Be Flexible
#5 If you can’t think of want to say…ask a question or ask for a 
glass of water. 



I understand your concern and I request you consider this…
the LESS an agent earns, 
the LESS motivation there is to get your home sold. 
Because this business is incentive based, 
IF you truly want good representation, 
THEN pay a fair wage that will cause your house to sell.  

Another Agent Will Do It For Less? 

Has there ever been a time when you bought 
Something really cheap and it fell apart? 



Conversation Shift with a single bind for the objection

We want to wait until we do work to the house. 

And the FASTER we can get the house on the market, 
the LESS stress you will have, can I explain?  
It’s critical to strike while the iron is... 

I can appreciate that and what I think you mean is, you want to make sure 
the house gets maximum attention. 

Naturally, I want that too. 

HOT before this market COOLS OFF.



I appreciate that and PRIOR to getting together to discuss this, would you 
be willing to share with me…

what’s important about selling your home? 
Would you want to expose it to as many buyers as you possibly
could, creating a bidding war? 
The MORE buyers who see the house, 
the HIGHER your net will be. 

Assumptive language, criteria question, and single bind. 



www.SellWithMeaning.com



For NLP questions, email 
donna.fleetwood@yourcoachingmatters.com

The 6 NLP webinars are available to review and 
download at your class website: 
www.neurolinguisticprogrammingcourse.com

More NLP training- Coming up

Personal Coaching ( there is a difference between 
training and being coached)


